Attention Planetary Pioneers! Embark on an unrestricted
journey! Make the solar system as accessible as the
great outdoors! As pioneers, you will navigate through
a wilderness of the planets, discovering the natural and
sublime wonders that encourage the curious to explore and
seek undiscovered life. Be inspired! Ask the grand questions
of the yet unknown: What are the natural wonders of the
Solar System? Where will we find life on other planets?
The answers await you as you venture through the sublime
Planetary Park System.
Often, we are spellbound by the stunning natural wonders
of our world, rich with beauty, harboring mysteries and
sometimes revealing evidence of newfound life. So often
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overwhelming in their magnificence alone, we cannot help
but wonder at the mysteries of nature and the planet we
live on. Looking up, we see this same grandeur in the sky
– the stunning depths of the Milky Way that inspire our
imagination and our desire to explore the unknown.
The Planetary Park System takes the respect and reverence
we have for our earthly natural treasures further into the
solar system, embracing our neighboring planets as one
massive natural wonder within our galaxy.
The Planetary Pioneers exhibition experience, inspired
and supported by the United States National Parks Junior
Ranger program, uses the excitement and the aesthetic of
the National Park Service as an overarching theme amidst
the backdrop of the Milky Way. As the solar system’s map
unfolds, you, the Planetary Pioneer, will explore the wild
frontier of the solar system – the geography, chemistry,
weather, orbit and biology of each planet and its satellites.

(Outer) Space Requirements

5,000 square feet, expandable to 15,000 square feet /
450 square meters, expandable to 1,400 square meters

EXHIBITION IS also AVAILAbLE AS a PERMANENT EXHIBITION
Includes facilitation, education and programming

Availability

Beginning spring 2017

FOR EXHIBITION BOOKINGS,
PLEASE CONTACT EDG:

+1 651 222 1121
info@exhibitsdevelopment.com

Geoffrey M. Curley

Associates, LLC

Exhibition and Theatrical Consultation and Design

JOIN the PLANETARY PIONEERS and see the natural wonders of our solar system
like you’ve never seen them before. Explore the GEOLOGY, BIOLOGY, and
ECOLOGY of our largest natural resource–all on our planetary nature trails.

Organized by Exhibitions Development Group and
designed by Geoffrey M. Curley & Associates.

